Abstract. With the power system to achieve "plant network separation", soft switching technology in the application of power plants more and more attention. At present, part of the power grid, transmission network equipment, fiber optic cable prices cheaper, more and more wide transmission bandwidth. For power generation enterprises, there are transmission equipment within the power plant coverage of the site, temporarily will not change the existing circuit-switched mode. For the power generation enterprises in a very large end node (plant substation voice) has not yet been resolved, soft switching technology can effectively solve the power supply voice switching problems, resulting in more economic benefits, cost savings.
existing information network, whether it is telecommunications network, computer network or cable network can not be one of the network-based platform to grow information infrastructure [7] , with IP Development, people have recognized that the telecommunications network, computer networks and cable television network will eventually pool to a unified IP network, which is commonly referred to as "triple play" integration trend [8] .
The location of the softswitch in the network is divided into media / access layer, transport layer, control layer and service / application layer. The functions of each layer are as follows [9] .
(1) media / access layer: to provide a variety of user terminals, user premises network and traditional communication network access to the core network gateway.
(2) transport layer: for a variety of media to provide broadband transmission channel, and the information routing to the destination.
(3) control layer: the main to provide call control, processing functions and protocol functions, business functions and interoperability.
(4) business / application layer: the use of the underlying resources to provide users with a variety of network services and resource management.
External Interface of Softswitch
Softswitch as an open entity, with an external interface must use an open protocol, various interfaces and their use of the protocol as follows.
(1) interface between the media gateway (MG) and the softswitch: the media gateway is used for softswitch to carry control, resource control and management of the media gateway. This interface can use the Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP), IP Device Control Protocol (IPDC), or H.248 protocol [10] .
(2) interface between the signaling gateway (SG) and the softswitch: The signaling gateway is used to transmit the signaling information between the softswitch and the media gateway. This interface can use Signaling Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) or other similar protocols.
(3) interface between softswitch: to achieve the interaction between different softswitch. This interface can use the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP-T) or H.323 protocol.
(4) interface between softswitch and application / service: provide access to various databases, tripartite application platform, various functions of the server interface, to achieve value-added services, management services and tripartite application support. Such as: Softswitch and application server interface, you can use the SIP protocol or API (such as Parlay), to provide a tripartite application and a variety of value-added services support functions; Softswitch and policy server interface, you can use the COPS protocol , The implementation of the network equipment to work on the dynamic intervention; Softswitch and network management center interface, you can use the SNMP protocol to achieve network management; · Softswitch and intelligent network service control point (SCP) interface, you can use the INAP protocol , To achieve the existing intelligent network business support.
Softswitch Technology Advantages
Compared with the traditional switch, the softswitch technology has the following major advantages:
(1) soft switching technology has a lower cost, in the use of the process, the use of open platform and ordinary computer, it is easy to carry out And in the whole process, the price is very cheap, has a greater advantage, and third parties can also easily use the appropriate soft switching equipment, in this case, you can in the corresponding softswitch platform Use the network new business.
(2) the user's choice has a diversity. The traditional switch in the use of the process, generally by a business to provide the appropriate software and hardware maintenance and development, system updates and all other business, so that makes the user's choice of space significantly reduced, making the user did not The corresponding initiative, especially in the follow-up maintenance costs and no corresponding options, but the softswitch technology can solve this problem, the use of softswitch technology, you can establish a unified, standard onion space, And in the use of the process, the usernetworks to transfer information also eliminates the complex conversion links. In the management is also more convenient, just a device can be maintained to achieve the entire network of information exchange.
(4) Other Aspects of the Function Softswitch with Operation and Maintenance Functions. For the complex power system, the introduction of softswitch can be unified on a variety of business statistics. If the fault can also be issued in a timely manner alarm signal. In addition, the soft exchange can also collect a detailed list of electricity and telephone charges to achieve the billing. Softswitch technology is a new technology, its application will not be limited to the above aspects. The introduction of softswitch in the power communication network will produce many aspects of the effect.
Concluding Remarks
With the rapid development of power transmission network technology, the evolution of the traditional circuit-switched network to the next generation network is unstoppable, and the softswitch will be the key technology of the next generation network. Its appearance is taken in the openness and programmability of the network. The first step, on behalf of the direction of the development of the network, will make a great contribution to the evolution of the network, not only in the public communications network, in all kinds of private networks, including power dedicated communications networks have application prospects, but the softswitch is only the network revolution Prelude, there are many problems need to be further explored, soft switching technology is constantly improving and developing.
